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RWANDAN JOURNALISTS TO RAISE AWARENESS ON NILE CONSERVATION
Rwanda Nile Media Network
( NMN Rwanda) is committed to
raising awareness on the conservation of river Nile.
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NMN Rwanda was created by the
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The source of the Nile has been one
of the contentious issues among riparian states and Rwanda also believes to have the source in
Nyungwe Forest in the Southern part
of the country as other countries
also claim to own the source.

Economic opinion for the re- ‘In order to avoid conflicts which might come as a result of ownership of the Nile and other wrong information, jourgion,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,5 nalists have to play a constructive role and do proper reporting’ said Mr. Frank Habineza, NBDF Rwanda’s National

Coordinator in the NMN Rwanda meeting, held on 29th September at Alpha Palace Hotel, in Kigali.

La NBDF en collaboration avec
In this meeting , journalist were able to elect a new committee, chaired by Ms Kayitesi Susan from UNR and the Coorl’Université Nationale du
dinator is Mr.Musoni Edwin from New Times and Ms Hellen MWIHOREZE as Assistant Coordinator and from FOCUS
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THE NILE AND IRRIGATION
The drainage basin of the Nile covers 3,254,555
km², about 10 per cent of the area of Africa.
Ancient irrigation styles depended very much
on the physical geography and geology of the
area, and the engineering skills available. Four
different styles of irrigation were developed
very early in agricultural history. All irrigation
systems depend on taking water from natural
sources and diverting it to artificial channels or
ponds where it is applied to crops.
The Nile valley is rainless and extremely fertile.
To Page 6

How irrigational activities are done in Egypt
on the Nile.
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Les femmes dans le développement socio-économique ( Profil de SERUKA ASBL)
SERUKA est un membre de ‘Nile Basin Discourse Forum in
Rwanda’ c'est une association sans but lucratif créée en
1991 pour devenir comme d’autres associations de même
vocation, un « leadership » de la femme dans le
développement socio-économique a été mis en évidence
pour permettre à celle-ci d’accéder à l’éducation,
l’amélioration de son pouvoir.
‘’Project Women Can Do It’’« Les femmes peuvent le faire »
c’est un projet qui comence depuis l’anee 2003 en suivant
les lignes directrices du millenium et de la vision 2020. Le
programme WCDI a été initié au Rwanda avec l’objectif
général et historique du projet. SERUKA est en partenariat
avec NPA et PROFEMMES TWESE HAMWE et ses
membres (collectif des ONGs de promotion de la femme au
Rwanda ).
Le projet Women can do it « les femmes peuvent le faire

Les activités de Collection de miel de l'Association
vise à "augmenter la participation des femmes Rwandaises à la prise
de décision publique".
La formation des formatrices WCDI :
Cette formation a été conduite par deux formatrices de
Norvège et 1 formatrice de la sous région africaine. 50
formatrices/facilitatrices Rwandaises ont été formées en tant
que formatrices spécifiques de WCDI

Les femmes assistant un atelier organisé par l'Association de SERUKA sur les techniques de direction

Formation A : Techniques de leadership
La formation des femmes instruites ayant un grand intérêt pour
occuper les postes de prise de décision publiques au niveau du
district et de province. Cette formation a duré quatre jours et au
total 15 formations ont été organisées au niveau des districts.
Chaque formation a été conduite par une paire de formatrices

In faraway
Madrid, Spain, a United Nations forum has been in
discussions on how best to combat desertification.
It is not surprising that calls have been made to
Members of Parliament in African countries to play
a very active role using their powerful legislative
clout.
THE DOWNFALL OF THE NILE’S GLORY

Back home in Rwanda, it might not be the approach of
the desert that is most worrying - yet. But drought is.
Though the news today is about rains and floods killing
our people, drought and famine bring such suffering in
equal measure especially in the riparian states.
At one point not so long ago, the fate of the civilized
world rested on the chance of clouds and rain. As famine
approached Egypt, millions were expected to lose livelihoods and lives.
To Page 3
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Flooding in one the nile river settlements

THE DOWNFALL OF THE NILE’S GLORY

…..from Page 2

People already depending on just a river in a
vast desert would be swallowed up by dryness and hunger. It was only after the Biblical
Joseph forewarned the Pharaoh of Egypt on
how to use the country’s current prosperity
to protect against its downfall that disaster
was diverted.
It is a natural scientific phenomenon. From
the hibernation of bears to the conserving of
peanuts by squirrels, all of life protects against
both the inevitable and unknown by preparing
in advance.
For Rwanda, like Egypt, irrigation and science
will be our biggest challenge and best friend.
Two very potent rainy seasons stimulate this
country, and while two long dry seasons
dominate the interim. Like the Pharaoh after
Joseph’s dream, we can use what we have and
know how to prepare for what is still unforeseen. It will ultimately be a matter of science,
a matter of maximizing potential and then
fulfilling it. While much can be gained from
regional cooperation and international poli-

The pictures show how destructive the sun is to the terrestrial nature
ticking, the real-world solutions come with the best physical and scientific means. Yielding the best crop comes from
the best seed, planted in the well-filtered and distributed water from the most-efficient and modern canals. Planning
and efficiency is also important. Using solely the water necessary in times of drought, as well as conserving reservoirs
for times of need are paramount.
Hoping for the best and preparing for the worst has been the maxim of an administration that so far has led Rwanda to
great glories.
All Rwandans, especially drought-prone areas like Umutara, should note this carefully.
By JOHN Gakume W.B
NBDF-Rwanda
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Competition Brews Good News for Rwanda as WorldClass Specialty Coffee Producer
Rwanda's reputation as a producer of top-quality specialty coffee
took a quantum leap with the results of its first-ever Golden
Cup national competition held Aug. 28-31, said event organizers.
"Rwanda just keeps hitting coffee ‘home runs'," said Dr. Tim
Schilling, director of the Sustaining Partnerships to enhance Rural
Enterprise and Agribusiness Development project, also known as
SPREAD, which sponsored the competition.
"For the past six years, the U.S. Agency for International Development, the Texas A&M University System and many project
partners have been working to help Rwanda make its mark in
the world's specialty coffee market," said Schilling, who has lived
in Rwanda since 2001. "I think it's safe to say that Rwanda's time
has come." "Less than a decade ago, there was almost no Rwandan specialty coffee being sold because it was considered extremely poor quality by the international market," he said.
"Today, Rwandan specialty coffee is being sought and bought by
some of the most prestigious coffee companies in the world."
"About 140 Rwandan coffees were originally selected by coffeewashing stations throughout the country as potential 2007

The coffee cherries are sorted and then washed at the coffee wash-

Rwandan Golden Cup competitors," Schilling said. "A preselection process narrowed the field to 101 coffees from which
60 were ultimately selected for the competition." At a postPhoto by G.L. Kohuth competition auction, Intelligentsia Coffee of Chicago and Stump
town Coffee of Portland made a record bid for the competiJoel Heberlein (left), Kellogg Center general manager, and David
tion's highest-rated coffee. The coffee, which was selected to
Weight, PEARL project coordinator, taste different roasts of
compete by the Tuzamurekawa Cooperative washing station in
Rwanda Coffee at Paramount Coffee Co. in Lansing. The medium
the country's Gakenke district, sold for $25 per pound. The
roast selected for MSU brings out the delicate chocolate flavors,
has a pleasant finish and has proven staying power to stay good to wholesale price for most specialty coffees in the international
the last cup of a banquet-sized pot. Rwanda coffee will be served in coffee market is under $2 per pound, so $25 per pound is a
the State Room Monday as it premieres its spring menu.
"stellar" price for any specialty coffee, Schilling said.
"Those six 60-kilo bags of the top-rated specialty coffee from the competition sold for more than what the average container load
– 300 bags – of regular Rwandan coffee brought in 2001," he said. "This is a great day for Rwanda coffee," said Ephrem Niyonsaba,
director general of the Rwanda National Coffee Board, who attended the competition's award ceremony on Aug. 31 at the Mille
Collines Hotel in Kigali. "The economic impact of higher coffee prices has already transformed the country's economy and is sure
to continue." Coffee is a major export for Rwanda, and that country's enhanced reputation as a specialty coffee provider and the
higher prices such coffees command in the world market will significantly benefit the Rwandan economy, Schilling added.

By Paul Schattenberg
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Rwanda: Environment Syllabus Coming
NewTimes, (Kigali), 24 September 2007
Rwanda Environment Management Authority (Rema) is working on a strategy to integrate environment lessons in the national education curriculum. The plan, known as the Environmental Education and Public Awareness Strategy, targets all learning institutions.
The move is part of efforts to entrench values of environment protection among Rwandans.
Sebastien Dusabeyezu, Rema's director of environmental education and outreach, said the strategy will also determine the type of
content to include in the courses.
"Environmental education in schools and universities is a new phenomenon that necessitates us to have a proper strategy to
undertake," Dusabeyezu said recently.
The plan will focus on revising education programme for schools and universities, with the aim of tackling the growing ecological
problems.
Currently, there is no specific education syllabus on environmental conservation or developing an understanding of other related
issues.
Dusabeyezu promised that the much-anticipated final national environmental education strategy will be availed to by end this year.
"We have to consult the Ministry of Education on how to link up environmental lessons with other ordinary lessons. That's when
we will be able to design final guidelines that will enable us achieve our goal," he said.
The draft document comes after five months of consultative work, involving a number of institutions directly or passively engaged
in environmental conservation.

La NBDF en collaboration avec l’Université Nationale du
Rwanda…
par Chantal GAKUYANO, UNR BUTARE

ECONOMIC OPINION FOR THE REGION

With three-quarters of sub-Saharan Africa’s export
revenues coming from primary commodities, the reLa NBDF est en franche collaboration avec l’université Nationale du gion is expected to be hardest hit by the record low
Rwanda. Cela s’est fait remarqué dans une réunion qui s’est tenue global commodity prices of the last two years, says the
World Bank in the first report of its Global Commodvendredi le10 Août 2007 à l’hôtel Credo. Les Etudiants de
ity Markets series. Despite these facts and other facts
l’Université Nationale du Rwanda surtout ceux de l’Ecole de
of Rwanda having economic rise, the factor still rejournalisme et de communication ont participé massivement dans
mains constant of the later.
ladite réunion. On a dénombré 10 étudiants de l’Université

Nationale du Rwanda dont 7 étaient ceux de l’Ecole de journalisme
et communication. Ces étudiants étaient tous intéressés par les
projets de la NBDF. D’Après SANGWA Jean Pierre,étudiant de
l’école de journalisme et communication première année,témoigne
que c’était vraiment intéressant et en tant que futur journaliste, il
fera tout pour que ce projet soit propagé au sein du Rwanda en
général et de l’UNR en particulier. Selon Jean Baptiste
HATEGEKIMANA, étudiant de l’école de journalisme et
communication première année, mieux sera pour lui de publier les
articles le plus tôt possible. Quant à Moise, étudiant de l’école de
journalisme et communication première année et aussi animateur à
la radio Salus a déjà commencé la publication dans sa séance
d’animation du 19 août 2007.Eugène KWIBUKA, étudiant de l’école
de journalisme et communication troisième année option
journalisme et journaliste à la radio Salus, va bientôt sortir ses
articles. Pour TULINOMUBEEZI Emmanuel, étudiant de cette
même école première année et aussi animateur à la radio Salus va
commencer à chercher comment faire de différentes émissions
pour que la NBI se fasse connaître en peu partout. Et il va le faire
en langue Anglaise.Et quant à moi Chantal .je ferai de mon mieux
pour publier mes articles en langue Française. Bref, la NBDF va
bientôt s’enraciner au Rwanda suite aux éclaircissements que les
participants surtout les journalistes et futurs journalistes ont reçu
dans la réunion du 10 Aout 2007 à l’hôtel credo.
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In some cases, prices have plunged to lows that are
one-third of 1995 levels. But the price declines span
the entire range of commodity sectors, with rubber
prices down some 65 per cent from the 1995 level and
nickel, copper and other base metal prices down 50
per cent in major parts of Africa. Lower oil prices will
take a heavy toll on African oil producers such as Nigeria and Angola. Oil prices dipped to a 12-year low of
less than $10 a barrel last year, from a high of about
$22 some 20 months ago.
The falling prices were due to more technology advances and policy changes in commodity-producing
countries than to changes in demand patterns, the
report says.
What can we as Africans do to see that the price of
commodities does not continue to drop? Well, I think
that we should come together as a continent and put
up measures to stop the problem before it gets any
worse.
By GAKUMBA John Walter
(NBDF ICT and Info.)

The Nile and Irrigation
...from Page 1
The Nile is one of the most predictable rivers in the world, and its “flood” period averages more than a hundred days, rather than being very
short-lived like those of other rivers. However, Rwanda
can also build irrigation schemes along the Akagera river
where by she has around 14 million hectares of arable
land, of which 60 – 70 per cent is cultivated. This means
that another 30-40 per cent of its land has the possibility
of being utilized as farming land (420 000 to 560 000 ha
more could be cultivated).
Rwandan climate is tropical, influenced by altitude. The
average temperature in the whole country is 19 degrees
Celsius, with variations between 15 and 29 degrees.
These variations are closely linked to altitude, as seen on
the map of temperature distributions.
Temperatures in the highest areas in the North-West
are much lower than in the rest of the country.
The AKagera River is a remote source of the Nile. The
river originates in Burundi, forms the Rwanda-Tanzania,
Tanzania-Uganda border and flows into Lake Victoria.
It is this river that we think of using in coming up with a
sustainable irrigation scheme for Nyagatare and Gatsibo
District in particular and most the eastern region in general. The river could be used for the development of the
scheme.
But there has been a long talk about this kind of scheme

Drip irrigation system delivers water to the crop using
a network of mainlines, sub-mains and lateral lines
with emission points spaced along their lengths. Each
dripper/emitter, orifice supplies a measured, precisely
controlled uniform application of water, nutrients,
and other required growth substances directly into
the root zone of the plant.

without any sign of a beginning.
One wonders whether irrigation is too difficult to be commenced with the availability of resources and commitment.
This is why we are prompted to highlight what irrigation is all
about.
Irrigation is the science of supplying water to meet cropproduction needs, either by itself or together with rainfall.
It involves a social environment, including farmers, irrigation
personnel, managers of systems, irrigation agencies or departments, farmers’ organizations, irrigators’ associations, and numerous other individuals and institutions.
It involves an economic environment, in which inputs have costs
and outputs have values, investments require payment of princiThe photo above illustrates how irrigation can support
pal and interest, and farmers grow commodities for domestic
urban populations or export, together with resources imported
agricultural production and food security.
to support national production.
It involves a biological environment, in which the major output results from a process of biological growth and numerous life cycles and growth
habits determine the quality and quantity of the product.
It involves a physical environment, including the soil; the water, the atmospheric processes, and the numerous methods farmers use to control
the water.
Finally, it requires the social, economic, biological, and physical principles to supply water to grow a crop. The irrigation system is the entire set of
interacting social, economic, biological, physical factors, objects, and entities, from the source of water, through to the conveyance system to the
farm and the land, including the drainage network to remove excess water from the boundary of the irrigation service area.
This includes the irrigation agency, its personnel, the farmers, their organizations, and all of the related institutions serving irrigation.
www.rwandagateway.org
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Rwanda Nile Media Network Strategic Action Plan
Activities

Indicators

Time frame

Expected results

1

Training

Members trained on NBI/NBD objectives

6 months

2

Media campaign

Better dissemination of information
on NBI/NBD
-Selling the network through
coverage of NBI/NBD programmes
and events

Weekly updates, reports
-local quarterly magazines and monthly editorial
meetings to plan on content, theme…

-Weekly
-6 months

-contribution to regional magazine.
-Interest editors through trainings
3

Website

4

Study tours

5

Focal points in
provinces

Website with all NMN content created
Members visiting riparian states through Nile Basin
Initiative Sponsored workshops and events

1 year

-Interest more members, local leaders, groups, school
clubs, etc by special visits and coverage made by NMN
members, sponsoring their activities e.g sports, general
cleaning, etc

6 months

4 months

Research and
documentation

-Collect information, articles and materials on NBI
programmes and activities.

-Bring on board locals at sectoral,
district and provincial levels
-Speculation distorted and
information on equitable share of
River Nile resources spread to
locals.

-Provincial journalists urged to join NMN through
sponsored trainings.
6

Reach out to a larger audience
-Interacting and familiarizing with
NMN chapter members in the
region,More known on NBI projects
in riparian states by members and
Articles written on NBI/NMN

1 year

-Working with environment groups.
-Members reading all materials on
NBI
-Proper information dissemination
-Creating an information database
and loading data on the website.

Water management ‘lacks technology’
BY GASHEEGU MURAMILA (New Times)
The Secretary General in the Ministry of Lands,
Environment, Forestry and Mines Emmanuel
Nsanzumuganwa attributed the increasing inefficiencies in water management system to lack of
intensive technologies.
When Opening a five-day regional traing on gender
and water management at Alpha Palace Hotel on
17th September 2007, Nsanzumuganwa, said that
low capacity has led to soil erosion and misuse of
water as a source of life. He said that by having
quick and easy access to water bodies, women
would devote more time to income generating activities and children would attain education other
than traveling long distances to fetch water.
“Women and children should be able to access water from very short distances and all this needs
technology. This workshop was timely because it
helped to address these issues,” he said.
To page 11
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In picture: Environmental Engineers make surveys for water
channels.

Les femmes dans le développement socio-économique ( SERUKA)

...from Page 2

Formation B : La formation sur la responsabilité publique
La formation concernait les femmes rurales sans qualification ou peu qualifiées qui ont un intérêt pour apprendre comment tenir
leurs représentantes responsables et comment occuper les postes de prise de décisions publiques au niveau de la cellule et du
secteur . Chaque formation a été conduite par une paire de formatrices de WCDI. Elle durait 2 jours et le nombre total des
formations au niveau des secteurs et cellules est 77- 2 Projet de Diminution des Violences Domestiques Faites aux Femmes. Ce
projet a été réalisé en deux phases avec le financement de NPA
(Norwegian People Aids) depuis l’année 2005.
Activité réalisées
Organisation d’une Réunions de conscientisation et sensibilisation
pour expliquer le projet aux autorités locales, aux institutions
étatiques, religieuses, aux organisations de la société civiles et aux
communautés au niveau du District de MUSANZE et des secteurs
de Cyuve, Muhoza et Mubona. Formation à l’intention de 24

Les ouvriers d'Association de SERUKA inspectant les ruches
d'abeille avant de les installer

couples en qualité de facilitateurs de dialogues
communautaires : (Les droits fondamentaux humains et les
violences domestiques,Les causes des violences domestiques
et leur conséquence,GENDER et les violences domestiques,
Le cycle des violences domestiques le dialogue conjugal,
Plaidoyer et counselling sur les violences domestiques). Projet

Les Membres de SERUKA égalant contre les abus domestiques

d’appui pour la démocratie, la réconciliation et bonne
Gouvernance « Civil Society, Governance and Reconciliation »
Ce projet a été réalisé en collaboration avec IRC (International Rescue
Committee)depuis 2005 jusqu’en juillet 2007, il vient d’être clôturé sur
décision du bailleurs de fonds.
- Sensibilisation des membres des associations et des coopératives ainsi
que le reste de la communauté à créer des alliances pour la lutte
contre la pauvreté et la réconciliation
- Renforcement des capacités de ces organisations communautaires de
base
Appui des projets sélectionnés par un panel des représentants de IRC
et SERUKA.
Perspectives d’avenir de SERUKA

Les femmes assistant un bon atelier de gouvernement provincial organisé par l'Association Les activités des trois projets en cours se poursuivront jusqu’en
décembre 2007. Entre temps l’équipe technique de SERUKA élabore
de SERUKA

d’autres projets à soumettre aux bailleurs de fonds, dans les domaines
d’intervention expliqués ci-dessus.Aussi dans son plan stratégique quinquennal 2008-2012, on a planifié des projets répondant aux
objectifs de l’association notamment la promotion de l’éducation de la fille, l’appui des initiatives des femmes pour leur
développement économique, leur accès aux instances de prise de décisions et le respect de leurs droits.
Par JOHN Gakumba W.; NBDF-Rwanda
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“Poverty reduction and water security ” issues raised from Rwanda.

NBD in partnership with MESHA (media environment , science , health and agriculture )organized a journalist
training held in Nairobi from 10th -12th at Olive Gardens Hotel. Participants were from all the 10 countries
sharing the Nile and these were Rwanda, Burundi, D.RC, Ethiopia, Sudan, Eritrea, Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya
and Egypt.
The major
objective of
the training
was
to
train journalists on
how
to
produce a
convincing
environm e n t a l
story related
to
NBD/NBI
objectives.
Each country was requested to
share their
experience
in regard In the fore front of the Picture: left Mwihoreze hellen ,right Kaitesi Susan Rwandan jourwho attended the Regional Journalists’ NBD training on environmental reporting
t
o nalists
held in Nairobi (File Foto)
NBI/NBD
issues are concerned and the main issues raised from Rwanda were poverty reduction and water hyacinth in Nyabarongo and akagera river.
Presentations that were given are :
• the Nile and its relation to the socio- economic development
• the River Nile and its basin
• how to produce a good environmental story
• story telling technics , several to mention but a few.
Melakou Tegegn the discourse coordinator, urged that in order to achieve their objectives they have to work with
journalists who would help in creating awareness on the NBI/NBD activities and advocate for the equal utilizations of
resources in the Nile basin

Journalists focused on their way forward and promised to report stories which covers the following:
relating the environment to our daily life, up dating the public on the emerging concepts in the environment,
promoting accountability among environmental specialists,
elaborating on the public utility value on environmental issues , generate public analysis and debate on aspects
of ideas , actions and policies ,
advancing the flow of information from the public , encouraging public participants in decision and policy
making and also marketing the concept of positive environmental management culture .
9

Rwanda ’most improved’ in Sub Saharan Africa
Rwanda is the most improved sub-Saharan nation according to a survey looking at performances over the past five years. The
Ibrahim Index, financed by Sudanese mobile phone magnate Mo Ibrahim, names Mauritius as the best-governed and Somalia as
the worst-governed state.
Harvard University academics analyzed the criteria used to rank countries. The Mo Ibrahim Foundation is next month due to
award over $5m to a former African head of state who is judged to have demonstrated exemplary leadership.
The presidential prize is also aimed at encouraging best practice. Human rights are healthy here - as a woman I can vouch that
more priority is given to us than men. They assembled data from various sources including the United Nations, the anticorruption watchdog Transparency International, and think tanks such as Freedom House.
Countries are measured under categories like "Safety and Security" and "Human Development".
When these categories are put together an overall ranking is reached. Launching the index, Mr. Ibrahim said the aim was to provide an objective assessment of what life was like for ordinary men and women. "The aim is not to shame or to name anybody. It
is really just a snapshot, a photographic shot of what the situation is on the ground, and that in itself is valuable, I think," he said.
Ranking order Correspondents say some may be surprised by Rwanda’s ranking - it came 18th on the list of 48 and had improved by 18 places over five years. Human rights organizations often portray Rwanda as a state in which the opposition is repressed and journalists harassed and intimidated.
Two island nations top the list of the best governed, Mauritius (Number 1) and Seychelles (2). Both are stable, relatively wealthy
tourist destinations which have little in common with mainland Africa except for the fact that they are members of the African
Union.
The BBC’s Word Affairs correspondent Mark Doyle says the next batch of countries on the best-governed list are more typical
of the bulk of African states. Botswana, at Number 3, is a stable democracy that earns its money from diamonds and agriculture.
Cape Verde (4) is a former Portuguese colony which survives economically from remittances by expatriate Cape Verdeans there are said to be more Cape Verdeans in Boston, Massachusetts, than there are on the islands themselves. South Africa (5),
Ghana (8) and Senegal (9) are all vibrant democracies that are proud to have politically well-informed populations.
Worst-governed, according to the list is Somalia, a country which has not had a functioning government since the overthrow of
the dictator Siad Barre in 1991. Other countries scoring badly include Democratic Republic of Congo (47), Chad (46) and Mo
Ibrahim’s home state of Sudan (45). Remarkably, Zimbabwe and Equatorial Guinea are better ranked than Nigeria.
A spokesman for the Mo Ibrahim foundation said there was no automatic link between the "best governed country" index and
the "best former president". Mo Ibrahim has launched the index to combat corruption in Africa.
The $5m prize to be awarded on 22 October will be given to an ex-president as a personal retirement gift to be paid in annual
tranches and a further sum of $200,000 per annum "may be granted" by the foundation for "good causes espoused by the winner".
Our correspondent says one keen observer of the African scene said granting such a large sum of money to an individual was
"scandalous" and that all of it should go to causes like ending poverty on the continent. Others said the prize had to be substantial to have any realistic prospect of actually encouraging good governance while in office - and that the $5m would spark a valuable debate in civil society about what it means to run a country well. Nelson Mandela, a towering political figure who would
almost certainly have won the prize had he retired within the stipulated 2004-2006 time-frame, said: "This is an African initiative
celebrating the successes of new African leadership. It sets an example that the rest of the world can emulate. We call for leaders across the world - in government, civil society and business - to endorse its aims and back its vision."
BBC
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The NILE PORTRAY

WATER MANAGEMENT ‘LACKS TECHNOLOGY’
From Page 7

Joke Muylwijk, the Executive Director of Gender
and Water Alliance, said that big and small volumes
of water have had big impact on the lives of poor
people. She called for an effective engendering of
water management initiatives.

This is the beautiful portray of the Nile river Basin. The region in
green is the sub-Saharan nd the brown part is the north-Saharan
region the River runs through. (Internet source foto)

MEDIA COMMUNICATION
NBDF-Rwanda has already established a website
(www.nbdfrwanda.org.rw) from which all general and detailed information on our activities, achievements, future and past developmental
plans can be accessed. The website also comprises public and membership forums as well as chatroom, anyone however, has the chance
to register or access subscription to our activities and involvement.
We also have a well equipped resource center from which various
publications on Nile Basin, development and environment issues can
be accessible to users.
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Pic: Internet source; indicating water harvesting
and management
The seminar was organised by Rwanda Environmental Conservation Organisation (Recor) and attended by participants from Rwanda, Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Cameroon,
and Senegal.

MEMBERS OF NBDF-RWANDA
N°

ORGANISATION

1

CONTACT PERSON

ADDRESS

MAIN INTERVENTION FOCUS

ARECO-RWANDA NZIZA (Association Rwandaise des Ecolo- MUKAKAMARI Dancilla
gistes)

e-mail :
arecorwa@yahoo.fr

Environmental Protection

2

ARJE (Association Rwandaise des Journalistes Environnementaux)

UWIMANA Albertine

rwejass@yahoo.com

Promotion of Environmental Reporting
in different media in Rwanda

3

(RECOR) Rwanda Environmental Conservation Organisation

SEHENE Jean Chrysostome

rwc@planet-save.com

Conservation, Agroforestry, ecotourism and Environmental education

4

SERUKA ASBL

NDEGEYA Alice

seruka@rwanda1.com

5

IMBARAGA SATP Environmental Trainer Organic Farming

Mrs. SANYU Régina

sanyuregina@yahoo.com

6

URUMURI RW’URUKUNDO

NDIRIMA Denis

Tél/Fax: 575668

7

SOLIDAIRES BENURUGWIRO

MUKABINAMA Edith

solidaires_b@yahoo.fr

Gender, Development, Micro projects
for women

8

JOC/F (Jeunesse OuvriХre Catholique for Girls)

NKUNDIZANA Domina

nkundizana@hotmail.com

Catholic Youth Promotion

9

ISUKU ASBL

HABIYAREMYE J.B

Gender Environmental Protection
Agriculture Parcs protection
Rural Development

Hygiene, Environmental Protection
isuku_rwanda@yahoo.co
m

10

ARDI

RUDASINGWA Emmanuel

Tél: 08571048

Development, Environmental Protection

11

FRSP (Federation Rwandaise du Secteur Privé)

BITWAYIKI Eugène

frsp@rwanda1.com

Private Sector Federation

12

Rwanda Rain Water Harvesting Association

KABALISA Vincent

nilerwa@yahoo.fr

Rain water harvesting

13

RDO Rwanda Development Organisation

BAHORANA Augustin

08594464

Rural development

14

Fondation Nzambazamariya Vénéranda

MUKANTABANA Crescence

mukacresc@yahoo.fr

Gender
Child Rights Protection

15

ACNR (Association pour la Conservation de la Nature au
Rwanda)

BIZIMANA Innocent

Inbizimana@avu.org

Nature Conservation

16

ARDHO (Association Rwandaise pour la Defense des droits de l
Homme)

SAFARI Emmanuel

manusafari@yahoo.com

Human Rights

17

CLADHO ( Human Rights Umbrella Organisation)

UWANYIRIGIRA Agnes

572740

Human rights umbralla organisation

18

JOC (Jeunesse ouvriere Catholique Garcons)

KALISA Ernest

kalisajoc@yahoo.com
yahoo.com

Catholic Youth Promotion

19

UGAMA/CSC

SIMPUNGA Innocent

simpunga@yahoo.fr

Capacity building for local CSOs,
tranining

20

PRO-FEMMES/TH

Suzanne RUBONEKA

Profemme@rwanda1.com

21

AREDI (Association Rwandaise pour l Environnement et le
Developpement Intégré)

SIKUBWABO Adélard

aredi@rwanda1.com
tekesik@hotmail.com

22

COSYLI (Conseil des Syndicats Libres au Rwanda)

TWAYIGIRA Jean Léonard

23

CCOAIB (Conseil de Concertation des Organisations d Appui
aux Initiatives de Base)

Prisca

24

Réseau des femmes

UWIMANA Bibiane

25

BENISHYAKA

GAHIMA Betty

26

ARJ (Association Rwandaise des Journalistes)

SEMUKANYA Martin

27

INADES FORMATION

28

12
29

Tél : 522585, 08479390

Gender, Umbrella for Women
Associations
Environmental protection and
Integrated Development
Workers Union

ccoaib@rwanda1.com

Dialogue, capacity building and exchange
for local initiatives

refemme@rwanda1.com

Gender Promotion of Rural Women in
Rwanda

benasoc@rwanda1.com

Gender Support to Women and vulnerable Children

msemukanya@yahoo.fr

Promotion of professional Journalism in
Rwanda

KABAYIZA Eustache

584713

Rural development

(RWEPI) Rwandese Health Environment Project Innitiative

James RUBAKISIBO

Tel: 08856116

Environmental health and protection

CAURWA (Conseil des Autoctones au Rwanda)

SEBISHWI Juvénal

juvesebi@yahoo.fr

Promotion of Indigenous People

